
Quartet® Laser Pointers
Get to the point. Deliver presentations with exacting precision.



Quartet® Red Laser Pointers

Item No.  
84501 Quartet Slimline Laser Pointer

MP-600Q Mini Key Chain Laser Pointer

MP-1100Q Black Metal Laser Pointer

MP-1200Q Premium Plastic Laser Pointer

Item No. Description
MP-1202Q High Impact Plastic Laser Pointer

MP-1350Q Slimline Matte Silver Laser Pointer

MP-1650Q Stylus Deluxe Laser Pointer

MP-2700BQ Contour Comfort Laser Pointer

MP-2700TQ

MP-2700GQ

MP-2700BQ

MP-1100Q

84501

MP-1650Q

Stylus Deluxe  
Laser Pointer
Pen-style Class 3a 
laser provides a bright 
red laser dot on any 
medium, visible in all 
room conditions. Ideal 
for basic everyday 
use.

Contour Comfort Laser Pointers
Contoured Class 3a laser pointer with rubberized 
cushion grip delivers exceptional comfort and style. 
Lightweight, durable construction and pocket clip 
promise ease-of-use. Designed for large venues and 
can be used on any medium.

Slimline Laser Pointer
Ultra lightweight design is easy to use and portable. Compact 
size Class 2 laser pointer is convenient for everyday use. 
Designed for small venues and can be used on any medium.

Black Metal Laser Pointer
Pen-style Class 3a laser 
provides a bright red laser 
dot on any medium, visible 
in all room conditions. Ideal  
for basic everyday use.



Item No.  
MP-2700GQ Contour Comfort Laser Pointer

MP-2700TQ Contour Comfort Laser Pointer

MP-2703G2Q Classic Comfort Laser Pointer

MP-2703BQ Classic Comfort Laser Pointer

Item No. Description
MP-2703GQ Classic Comfort Laser Pointer

MP-2703TQ Classic Comfort Laser Pointer

84502 Quartet P2 Laser Pointer

Comfort Grip Laser Pointer
Perfect for the boardroom and the back room. This rugged, comfortable 
laser pointer features a rubberized cushion grip. Class 2 version can be 
used in many restricted governmental and education installations.

MP-2703TQ

MP-2703GQ

MP-2703BQ

MP-2703G2Q

MP-1202Q

MP-600Q

MP-1350Q

Mini Key Chain  
Laser Pointer
Store these economical, 
compact pointers in your 
attaché, handbag or pocket. 
This Class 3a key chain 
pointer is convenient for 
basic everyday use. The most 
compact laser pointer offered 
by Quartet.

Slimline  
Matte Silver  
Laser Pointer
The affordable MP-1350  
has a slim design, plus a vivid,  
easy-view dot. Slim, contoured  
executive-style Class 3a laser pointer  
lets you deliver your point in style.

Classic Comfort Laser Pointer
Pen-style Class 3a laser pointer with rubberized cushion grip delivers 
exceptional comfort and style. Lightweight, durable construction.

Standard Laser Pointer
Pen-style Class 3a laser provides a  
bright red laser dot on any medium, visible  
in all room conditions. Ideal for basic everyday use.



Item No. Description
84503 Chisel Quartet P3 Laser Pointer

MP-2800Q Four Function Laser Pointer

V18001 Chrome Pocket Pointer-Extends To 24½"

Wireless Remote and Laser Pointer
Ideal for delivering dynamic presentations. Class 
2 laser pointer with removable USB receiver. Page 
up and down buttons allow for movement through 
presentations without retuning to the computer.

4-in-1 Laser Pointer
Four functions in one – laser pointer, 
PDA stylus, LED light and ball point pen. 
Versatile, multi-functional Class 2 laser 
pointer lets you deliver your point in style. 
Durable, all metal pointer is held in a 
sleek, compact body.

Chrome Pocket Pointer 
Classic chrome pointer in a slim line 
pen size. Convenient for basic 
everyday use. Extends out to 
24.5". Classic styling with 
chrome finish and 
pocket clip. V18001

MP-2800Q

84502

84503

Wireless Mouse and Laser Pointer
Red dot laser pointer with full remote mouse functionality. Class 2 laser 
pointer with page up/page down function for PowerPoint. Open Microsoft 
Outlook®, your internet Browser, My Computer, show desktop or tab from 
application to applicationall with the touch of a button.



Quartet® Green Laser Pointers

Item No. Description
73370 Brilliant Green Laser Pointer 

Item No. Description
84504 Quartet Brilliant Green Laser Pointer

Brilliant Green Laser Pointer
Best tool for highlighting key information when presenting with an  

ultra bright projector. High visibility Class 2 GREEN laser is 7 times brighter  
than a standard red laser pointer. Ideal for use with high brightness LCD 

screens. Based on a pen style for convenient use and storage.

Brilliant Green Laser Pointer with Wireless Remote
Brilliant green laser is visible on all media, including large LCD monitors. High visibility Class 3a 
GREEN laser is 7 times brighter than a standard red laser pointer. Features buttons for Next  
and Previous, making presentation navigation quick and easy. No additional software  
needed. PC and Mac compatible.

73370

84504

Bright.  
Powerful. 
Accurate.
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Laser Pointer Information
 
A laser pointer is a small portable device with a power source and a laser diode. A laser pointer emits a  
very narrow low-powered laser beam of light. The small beam width makes the beam itself virtually  
invisible; only showing a point of light when meeting an opaque surface. 

 
Choosing Your Laser Pointer Light Color
 Green
  Far brighter than red lasers, green laser beams can be visible for thousands of  

feet in optimal conditions making them more than capable of handling meeting- 
room pointing jobs. Green laser light seems brighter than other colors because  
the human eye is most sensitive at low light levels in the green region of the  
spectrum (wavelength 520–570 nm). Green laser pointers are ideal for use  
during presentations which require the use of projection screens and monitors,  
bright lighting, or rear projection.

 Red
  The most obvious difference between green and red laser pointers is beam visibility. The human eye perceives green laser light to 

be roughly 50 times brighter than red lasers ad red lasers lack the power and distance of green lasers. 

  The other main difference between red and green lasers is the complexity of their construction. Red lasers are the simplest  
pointers, smaller and generally much more affordable than lasers of other colors. Red lasers make an effective presentation tool 
and are commonly used throughout schools and offices. 

 
Laser Classes
  

  Class 2: 
   <1 mW Power; approved for most classroom and office use. A Class 2 

laser is safe because the blink reflex limits the exposure to no more than 
0.25 seconds. It only applies to visible-light lasers (400–700 nm). Class-2 
lasers are limited to 1 mW continuous wave. Intentional suppression of the 
blink reflex could lead to eye injury.

Class 3a: 
<5mW Power; general purpose pointer. Lasers in this class are  
considered safe when handled carefully.  Beam power density  
may not exceed 2.5 mW/square cm if the device is not labeled  
with a "caution" warning label, otherwise a "danger" warning  
label is required.


